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Precise measurements of the top quark decay properties at hadron colliders offer interesting new
possibilities of testing the standard model. At the same time, recent intriguing experimental results
concerning CP violation in the Bd and Bs systems have stimulated many studies of physics beyond
the standard model. We investigate anomalous tWdj interactions as a possible source of new effects
in Bd,s−B¯d,s oscillations within a model independent approach based on the assumptions of Minimal
Flavor Violation. After matching our effective operators onto the low-energy effective Lagrangian
describing Bd,s meson mixing and evolving it down to the B-mass scale, we extract the preferred
ranges of the anomalous tWdj interactions at the weak scale. These values are then compared
to previously considered constraints coming from the rare radiative B → Xsγ decay. Finally, we
reconsider the associated effects in the t→ bW decays and find that the W helicity fractions FL,+
can deviate by as much as 15%, 30% from their standard model values, respectively. The deviations
in FL in particular, can reach the level of expected precision measurements at the LHC.
I. INTRODUCTION
The extensive production of top quarks at the LHC
and Tevatron colliders offers the possibility to study tWb
interactions with high accuracy. In particular, in the
recent years the CDF and D0 collaborations have been
measuring the helicity fractions of the W boson from top
quark decays with increasing precision [1].
Motivated by these results, we have recently consid-
ered contributions of effective operators of dimension six
or less [2] contributing at tree level to the decay of an
unpolarized top quark to a bottom quark and a W gauge
boson at next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD [3]. Ef-
fects of such operators are suppressed within the stan-
dard model (SM) but might be enhanced by new physics
(NP) contributions. We found that NLO QCD effects
can be significant for the transverse-plus helicity frac-
tion (F+) of the W by lifting the helicity suppression of
the operators containing left-handed bottom quark fields.
While it turns out that indirect constraints from radia-
tive B → Xsγ decay [4] already severely constrain possi-
ble NP effects in this observable, we found that the CDF
measurement of the longitudinal helicity fraction (FL) of
the W boson already provides the most stringent upper
bound on the contributions of one of the NP operators [3].
In addition to the effects in top quark decays men-
tioned above, anomalous tWdj interactions, with j la-
beling quark flavor, might manifest themselves in rare
flavor changing neutral current processes of B mesons
where loops involving top quarks play a crucial role. As
already mentioned, such effects have been analyzed in
the radiative B → Xsγ decay [4] resulting in restric-
tive bounds on effective operator contributions describ-
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ing possible deviations in the t → bW decay properties
from the SM.
Recently, possible NP effects in the Bd,s−B¯d,s, mixing
amplitudes have received considerable attention (c.f. [5]
and references within). In particular within the SM,
the B0− B¯0 mass difference and the time-dependent CP
asymmetry in B → J/ψKs are strongly correlated with
the branching ratio Br(B+ → τ+ν) [6]. The most recent
global analyses point to a disagreement of this correla-
tion with direct measurements at the level of 2.9 standard
deviations [5]. Similarly in the Bs sector the recently
measured CP-asymmetries by the Tevatron experiments,
namely in Bs → J/ψφ [7] and in di-muonic inclusive de-
cays [8] when combined, deviate from the SM prediction
for the CP violating phase in Bs−B¯s mixing by 3.3 stan-
dard deviations [5].
In the present paper we consider anomalous tWdj in-
teractions as a possible solution of these anomalies via
their contribution to Bd,s−B¯d,s mixing amplitudes. Sim-
ilar analyses have been attempted recently [9, 10] using a
subset of all possible effective tWdj operators. In partic-
ular, the authors of [9] have constrained contributions of
two possible tWb operators using mostly Bd oscillation
parameter measurements, while in Ref. [10] they consid-
ered two tWs operators and concluded that the large non
standard CP violating phase in Bs − B¯s mixing can be
accommodated without violating B → Xsγ constraints
provided that the two NP operator contributions con-
spire in a way to mostly cancel in the later process while
at the same time significantly affect the former.
An important issue to consider when interpreting in-
direct bounds on effective operators concerns the choice
of flavor basis for the operators. Since the SM electro-
weak symmetry breaking (EWSB) induces misalignment
between the up and down quark mass eigenbasis and the
weak interaction eigenbasis via the CKM mechanism, iso-
lating NP effects in tWdj interactions to a particular sin-
gle (e.g. t → s) flavor transition in the physical (mass)
basis in general requires a large degree of fine-tuning in
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2the flavor structure of the effective operators in the UV.
This is the case in the existing analysis of anomalous
tWs effects in Bs oscillations [10]. One possible solution
is to require the operators to be diagonal (aligned) in
the weak interaction basis as done for example in the
B → Xsγ analysis [4]. Then, EWSB generically in-
duces several uiWdj flavor transitions, whose relative
strengths are governed by the CKM matrix elements,
resulting effectively in minimal flavor violating (MFV)
scenarios [11]. This is also the approach we employ in
this work, paying however special attention to the pos-
sible controlled breaking of such flavor universality by
large bottom yukawa effects and their implications for
new CP violating effects in Bd,s − B¯d,s mixing as re-
cently discussed in Ref. [12]. Finally, we focus our dis-
cussion on the operators which can be probed directly in
the t → bW decay measurements, since this provides an
exciting possibility to directly test the suggested origin
of new CP violating sources in the Bd,s systems at high
energy colliders.
This paper is structured as follows. First we introduce
the model independent approach employed and define our
effective Lagrangian including the (MFV) flavor struc-
ture of the NP operators mediating t → bW transitions
above the EWSB scale. In the main part of the paper
we describe the matching computation for passing from
such effective theory to another low-energy effective the-
ory relevant for Bd,s meson mixing where the top quark
and the electroweak gauge bosons have already been in-
tegrated out. Our results are then combined with the
recent global CKM and Bd,s mixing fits to extract pre-
ferred ranges for the anomalous tWdj interactions and
give corresponding predictions for the W helicity frac-
tions in the t → bW decays. We conclude our work in
the last section.
II. FRAMEWORK
We work in the framework of an effective theory, de-
scribed by the Lagrangian
L = LSM + 1
Λ2
∑
i
CiQi + h.c.+O(1/Λ3) , (1)
where LSM is the SM part, Λ is the scale of NP and Qi
are dimension-six operators, invariant under SM gauge
transformations and consisting of SM fields. In doing this
we assume that at the scale mt the SM fields with up to
two Higgs doublets are the only propagating degrees of
freedom, that the electroweak symmetry is only broken
by the vacuum expectation values of these two scalars
and that operators up to dimension six give the most rel-
evant contributions to the observables we consider. Such
an approach is appropriate to summarize weak scale ef-
fects of NP at Λ  mt, where the new heavy degrees of
freedom have been integrated out.
Our operator basis consists of all dimension-six oper-
ators that generate charged current quark interactions
with the W . Since we restrict our discussion to MFV sce-
narios, Lagrangian (1) has to be formally invariant under
the SM flavor group GSM = U(3)Q×U(3)u×U(3)d where
Q, u, d stand for quark doublets and up and down type
quark singlets respectively. MFV requires that the only
GSM symmetry breaking spurionic fields in the theory are
the up and down quark Yukawa matrices Yu,d, formally
transforming as (3, 3¯, 1) and (3, 1, 3¯) respectively.
We identify four relevant quark bilinears with distinct
transformation properties under GSM: u¯d, Q¯Q, Q¯u and
Q¯d transforming as (1, 3¯, 3), (1⊕ 8, 1, 1), (3¯, 3, 1) and
(3¯, 1, 3) respectively. Using these, we can construct the
most general GSM invariant quark bilinear flavor struc-
tures as
u¯Y †uAudYdd , Q¯AQQQ , Q¯AQuYuu , Q¯AQdYdd , (2)
where Axy are arbitrary polynomials of YuY †u and/or
YdY
†
d , transforming as (1⊕ 8, 1, 1).
In order to identify the relevant flavor structures in
terms of physical parameters, we can without the loss
of generality consider Yu,d condensate values in a basis
in which 〈Yd〉 is diagonal: 〈Yd〉 = diag(md,ms,mb)/vd
and 〈Yu〉 = V †diag(mu,mc,mt)/vu, where we have in-
troduced separate up- and down-type Higgs condensates
vu,d, while V is the SM CKM matrix. We also write
Q, u, d in this basis in terms of quark mass eigenstates
uLi, dLi, uRi, dRi as Qi = (V
∗
kiuLk, dLi), ui = uiR and
di = diR, where L,R subscripts denote chirality projec-
tors ψR,L = (1± γ5)ψ/2.
We consider first the simplest case of linear MFV where
within 〈Axy〉 higher powers of 〈YdY †d 〉 ' diag(0, 0,m2b/v2d)
can be neglected. Neglecting also contributions sup-
pressed by first and second generation quark masses, the
only relevant flavor contributions of the arbitrary Axy
structures in Eq. (2) are
t¯RVtbbR , Q¯iQi , Q¯iV
∗
tiVtjQj ,
Q¯iV
∗
titR , Q¯3bR , Q¯iV
∗
tiVtbbR , (3)
where summation over repeated (i, j) flavor indices is
understood. We note in passing that within NP mod-
els where higher powers of Yukawa insertions are sup-
pressed by small perturbative parameters, the structures
Q¯iV
∗
tiVtjQj and Q¯iV
∗
tiVtbbR are subleading compared to
Q¯iQi and Q¯3bR respectively. Notice that since Q¯iQi is
completely flavor universal, when coupled to the W it
would modify the effective Fermi constant as extracted
from charged quark currents compared to the muon life-
time. Existing tight constraints on such deviations [13]
do not allow for significant effects in Bd,s or top quark
phenomenology and we do not consider this structure
in our analysis. On the other hand, Q¯iV
∗
tiVtjQj poten-
tially leads to large tree level flavor changing neutral cur-
rents (FCNCs) in the down quark sector if coupled to
the Z. This restricts the SU(2)L structure of such an
operator in order to contribute significantly to charged
current interactions [4]. Similarly, Q¯iV
∗
tiVtbbR if cou-
pled to the photon or Z would generate large tree level
3FCNC ∆B = 1 transitions, which are already tightly
constrained by B → Xsγ and B → Xs`+`− [14]. Since
all the charged current mediating SU(2)L invariant op-
erators of dimension six or less containing such a flavor
structure do necessarily involve either the Z or the pho-
ton, we drop this structure from our subsequent analysis.
Taking these considerations into account, we finally ob-
tain the following relevant set of dimension six SU(2)L in-
variant effective operators mediating charged quark cur-
rents in linear MFV NP scenarios
QRR = Vtb[t¯RγµbR]
(
φ†uiDµφd
)
,
QLL = [Q¯′3τaγµQ′3]
(
φ†dτ
aiDµφd
)−[Q¯′3γµQ′3](φ†diDµφd),
QLRt = [Q¯′3σµντatR]φuW aµν ,
QLRb = [Q¯3σµντabR]φdW aµν , (4)
where we have introduced Q¯′3 = Q¯iV
∗
ti = (t¯L, V
∗
ti d¯iL),
σµν = i[γµ, γν ]/2, W aµν = ∂µW
a
ν − ∂νW aµ − gabcW bµW cν ,
and φu,d are the up- and down-type Higgs fields (in the
SM φu = iτ
2φ∗d). The final set of operators coincides with
those considered in the B → Xsγ analysis [4]. Within the
formal MFV expansion, the operators QRR and QLRb
involving the right-handed b quarks always appear with
a pre-factor of the third eigenvalue of Yd (mb/vd). Al-
though not written out explicitly in (4) these operators
are therefore expected to be parametrically suppressed
compared to QLL and QLRt. Notice that starting with
the most general MFV construction we are led to a set
of operators, where largest deviations in charged quark
currents are expected to involve the third generation (a
notable exception being the flavor universal Q¯iQi struc-
ture present already in the SM).
Following [12], the generalization of the above discus-
sion to MFV scenarios where large bottom Yukawa effects
can be important is straight forward. Higher powers of
〈YdY †d 〉 within Axy effectively project to the third gener-
ation in the down sector yielding the following additional
flavor structures
Q¯3Q3 , Q¯3V
∗
tbVtjQj , Q¯3V
∗
tbtR . (5)
Again note that in NP models where higher powers of
Yukawa insertions are suppressed by small perturbative
parameters, these structures are subleading compared
to Q¯iQi, Q¯iV
∗
tiVtjQj and Q¯iV
∗
titR respectively. Now
Q¯3V
∗
tbVtjQj contains both a flavor universal charged cur-
rent contribution as well as a FCNC structure which we
both remove using a suitable SU(2)L assignment in the
effective operator. Similarly, Q¯3Q3 structure, coupled to
the Z would contribute to the Z → bb¯ decay branching
ratio, which in excellent agreement with the SM predic-
tion at the 3h level [15]. Thus we also remove such
contributions via suitable SU(2)L assignments leading
altogether to three distinctly new operators
Q′LL = [Q¯3τaγµQ3]
(
φ†dτ
aiDµφd
)−[Q¯3γµQ3](φ†diDµφd),
Q′′LL = V ∗tb
{
[Q¯′3τ
aγµQ3]
(
φ†dτ
aiDµφd
)
−[Q¯′3γµQ3]
(
φ†diDµφd
)}
,
Q′LRt = V ∗tb [Q¯3σµντatR]φuW aµν . (6)
The most important effect of large bottom Yukawa con-
tributions (i.e. appearance of operators Q′′L and Q′LRt) is
that modifications of tWb interactions with left-handed
t and/or b quarks (written in the physical (mass) quark
basis) can effectively be decoupled from those involving
the first two generations.
This completes our operator construction and after
EWSB we obtain Feynman rules with anomalous uiWdj
couplings relevant in MFV scenarios. These are pre-
sented in the Appendix A, where we have chosen the SM
normalization of the two Higgs condensates. Note also
that, contrary to [4], our operators are not Hermitian
and we allow the Wilson coefficients to be complex.
III. MATCHING
In order to study the effects of the anomalous uiWdj
interactions on the matrix elements relevant in Bd,s −
B¯d,s mixing, we normalize them to the SM values by
writing [5]
M
(d,s)
12 = 〈B¯0d,s|Heff |B0d,s〉/2mBd,s = MSM(d,s)12 ∆d,s , (7)
where ∆d,s 6= 1 signals NP contributions. We match
our effective theory (1) at leading order (LO) in QCD to
a new low-energy effective theory relevant for ∆B = 2
transitions and governed by the Lagrangian
Leff = −G
2
Fm
2
W
4pi2
(
VtbV
∗
td,s
)2 5∑
i=1
Ci(µ)Qd,si , (8)
where the operator basis is given in [16]. As will be-
come evident below, the only relevant operators for
our analysis are Qd1 = [d¯αLγµbαL][d¯βLγµbβL] and Qs1 =
[s¯αLγ
µbαL][s¯
β
Lγµb
β
L], where α and β are color indices.
In the matching procedure the W boson and the top
quark are integrated out by computing the box diagrams
such as the one depicted in Fig. 1. Diagrams where the
anomalous couplings appear in the bottom-right corner
instead the top-left and the crossed diagrams with in-
ternal quark and boson lines exchanged are completely
symmetric and need not be computed separately.
The calculation is done in the limit of massless exter-
nal states and in a general Rξ gauge for the weak inter-
actions. This allows us to verify gauge invariance of our
final results. The drawback is the appearance of would-be
Goldstone contributions including their new interactions
generated by Q(′,′′)LL and QRR operators.
4b
d, s
d , s
b
Figure 1. Box diagram for Bd,s − B¯d,s mixing. Square labels
an anomalous coupling originating from one of the operators
of Eq. (4,6). The zigzag lines represent W gauge bosons or
would-be Goldstone scalars φ. Quarks running in the loop are
up-type quarks.
The effective operators in Eq. (4, 6) in general gener-
ate several interaction vertices relevant for Bd,s − B¯d,s
oscillations: while QRR, Q′LRt and Q′′LL only modify the
tWb vertex, QLL and QLRt also modify tWs and tWd.
Finally, QLRb and Q′LL modify tWb , but also uWb and
cWb. Consequently, QLL and QLRt also contribute to
K0− K¯0 mixing at one-loop. In fact, their contributions
to neutral kaon and B meson oscillations turn out to be
universal and purely real (see discussion below Eq. (10)).
On the other hand, QLRb and Q′LL could interfere with
Vcb and Vub extraction from semileptonic B decays. Since
these quantities are crucial for the reconstruction of the
CKM matrix in MFV models, a consistent analysis of
these operators would require a modified CKM unitarity
fit, which is beyond the scope of this paper and we leave
it for a future study.
Finally, in the general Rξ gauge Q(′′)LL operators con-
tribute to Bd,s− B¯d,s mixing amplitude also through tri-
angle diagrams presented in Fig. 2.
b
d, s
d , s
b
Figure 2. Triangular diagram withQ(′′)LL insertion contributing
to Bd,s− B¯d,s mixing. Anomalous vertex couples two quarks,
W and a would-be Goldstone boson or two quarks and two
would-be Goldstone bosons.
We only consider single insertions of all the operators.
This is a good approximation given the small size of ob-
served deviations in the CP-conserving Bd,s mixing ob-
servables from SM predictions. However, we have also
computed higher order insertions and checked explicitly
that they do not change our conclusions of the numerical
analysis presented in the next section.
By simple consideration of the chirality structure of the
diagrams we find that single insertions of operators QRR
and QLRb give contributions suppressed by the external
down quark masses. Moreover, contributions of the two
operators to the B → Xsγ decay rate have been con-
sidered in Ref. [4]. Although there the NP contributions
were assumed to be real, the resulting constraints on CRR
and CLRb are very severe due to a parametric mt/mb en-
hancement of these contributions compared to the SM
result. Consequently, the operators QRR and QLRb are
precluded from contributing significantly to Bd,s mixing
observables and will not be considered further.
After neglecting the masses of u and c quarks and en-
forcing unitarity of the CKM matrix we obtain the LO
Wilson coefficients of effective Lagrangian in (8)
∆C1 = {Re[κLL] + κ′′LL/2}SLL0 (xt, µ) + 2κ′LLSSM0 (xt)
+{Re[κLRt] + κ′LRt/2}SLRt0 (xt) + κc.t.(µ) , (9)
where xt = m
2
t/m
2
W , C1 = C
SM
1 + ∆C1 (at LO C
SM
1 =
SSM0 (xt)) and κi are
κ
(′,′′)
LL =
C
(′,′′)
LL
Λ2
√
2GF
, κ
(′)
LRt =
C
(′)
LRt
Λ2GF
. (10)
The Si0(xt) functions can be found in the Appendix B.
Their gauge independence has been checked by the cance-
lation of all ξ-dependent terms. On the other hand, SLL0
contribution turns out to be UV-divergent. We renormal-
ize it using the MS prescription, leading to a remnant
logµ2/m2W renormalization scale dependence. Because
of this ultraviolet renormalization, it would be inconsis-
tent to assume that no other operators but those in (4)
and (6) are present in the dimension-six part of the La-
grangian (1). In particular, on dimensional grounds it
is easy to verify that the appropriate MFV consistent
counter-terms are represented by the four-quark oper-
ators of the form [Q¯AQQγµQ][Q¯A′QQγµQ], where A(′)QQ
are polynomials of YuYu
† and/or YdYd†. Generic tree-
level contributions of this kind to ∆C1 in (9) are denoted
by κc.t.. They have been analyzed in detail in [17] al-
though not in the context of radiative corrections but as
standalone dimension-six ∆F = 2 effective operators ad-
hering to MFV – we will not consider them further1. It
is however important to keep in mind that our derived
bounds on κi presented in the next section assume that
the dominant NP effects at the µ ' mt scale are repre-
sented by a single κi insertion.
Note that only real parts of κLL and κLRt enter Eq. (9)
and thus cannot introduce a new CP violating phase. On
a computational level, this is due to the fact that these
operators always contribute to the mixing amplitudes in
hermitian conjugate pairs (affecting tWb and tWs/d re-
spectively) always preserving the CKM flavor and CP
structure. It can also be understood more generally al-
ready at the operator level. Namely as shown in [19],
a necessary condition for new flavor violating structures
Yx to introduce new sources of CP violation in quark
transitions is that Tr(Yx[〈YuY †u 〉, 〈YdY †d 〉]) 6= 0. In MFV
models (where Yx is built out of Yu and Yd ) this con-
dition can only be met if Yx contains products of both
1 A discussion of the most general set of dimension-six operators,
which can serve as counter-terms for radiatively induced ∆F = 2
transitions can be found in [18].
5Re Im
κ′LL −0.062+0.063−0.030 −0.110+0.029−0.024
κ′′LL 0.097
+0.048
−0.098 0.180
+0.037
−0.044
κ′LRt 0.160
+0.079
−0.160 0.290
+0.062
−0.074
Table I. Best-fit values for real and imaginary parts of κi
parameters and 1σ C.L. intervals.
Yu and Yd. In our analysis this is true for all operators
except QLL and QLRt.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the hadronic matrix elements
of the operators, we evolve the Wilson coefficients (9)
from the matching scale at the top quark MS mass
mt ≡ mt(mt) to the low energy scale at bottom quark
MS mass mb ≡ mb(mb). Using results given in Ref. [20]
we perform the next-to-leading log (NLL) running in the
MS(NDR) scheme and obtain
C1(mb) = 0.840C1(mt) . (11)
We note that, since our weak scale matching is only
done at LO in QCD, there is an ambiguity of the or-
der αs(mt)/4pi and a residual scheme dependence, when
performing the RGE evolution at NLL. However (αs) cor-
rections to the matching are in general model dependent
and thus beyond the scope of our effective theory ap-
proach (c.f. [16] for a more extensive discussion on this
point).
In order to be consistent with the normalization of the
SM contributions in Ref. [5], from where we take the al-
lowed ranges for ∆d,s, we use numerical values ofmb,t and
the hadronic matrix elements of Qd,s1 specified therein
and obtain
∆d,s = 1− 2.57 Re[κLL]− 1.54 Re[κLRt]
+ 2.00κ′LL − 1.29κ′′LL − 0.77κ′LRt . (12)
Using Eq. (12), we consider one κi(µ = mt) at the time
to be non-zero. The absence of a new CP violating phase
in QLL and QLRt contributions makes them fall under
the “scenario II” of [5] resulting in the following bounds
−0.082 <Re[κLL] < 0.078 , at 95% C.L. , (13)
−0.14 <Re[κLRt] < 0.13 , at 95% C.L. . (14)
Compared to existing B → Xsγ constraints given in
Ref. [4], we find our bounds on κLL to be comparable,
while bounds on κLRt are considerably improved.
Contributions of other operators can contain new CP
violating phases and thus fall under the “scenario III” of
[5]. We present the resulting best-fit values of the cor-
responding κ’s in Table I. These three operators were
not considered in [4], however using their formulae it is
straight forward to check that at least for purely real
contributions, κ
′(′′)
LL are not overly constrained by the
B → Xsγ decay rate measurement2. A more conclu-
sive comparison of all the different indirect bounds on
these effective operators and especially Q′LRt is beyond
the scope of this paper but is in progress.
Finally, with these results at hand, we reconsider the
effects of our effective operators in Eq. (1) on the helic-
ity fractions of the W boson in the main decay channel
of the top quark, provided these same operators are re-
sponsible for new CP violating contributions in Bd,s me-
son mixing. Both Q′(′′)LL have the same chiral structure
as the SM contribution and thus cannot affect the he-
licity fractions. They only yield small corrections to the
total t → bW decay rate. On he other hand Q′LRt con-
tributes in the same way as QLRt and using the results
obtained in Ref. [3] we compute its effect on the W boson
helicity fractions (FL,+) in the t → bW decay when the
corresponding κ′LRt is varied within the 1σ C.L. region
in Table I. The results are shown in Fig. 3. Compared
æ
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Figure 3. Contour plot of δL ≡ FL/FSML (black, solid) and
δ+ ≡ F+/FSM+ (red, dashed) as a function of real and imagi-
nary part of κ′LRt varied within the 1σ C.L. interval given in
Table I. Dot marks the position of the best-fit value for κ′LRt.
Fixing C′LRt = exp(iσ), it corresponds to the NP scale and
CP violating phase values of Λ = 0.51 TeV and σ = 61◦.
to the SM predictions, FL,+ can deviate by as much as
15% and 30% respectively, although much smaller devi-
ations are perfectly consistent with the ranges of κ′LRt,
preferred by Bd,s mixing analysis. A robust prediction
that can be made however is that at least one of the two
independent helicity fractions (FL,+) needs to deviate by
at least 5% from the corresponding SM prediction. While
this is clearly beyond the reach of the LHC experiments
2 In particular, Q′LL contributions are exactly proportional to the
LO SM calculation, while Q′′LL effects are just one half of those
by QLL.
6for the F+, it is comparable to the expected precision for
FL [22].
V. CONCLUSIONS
Within the framework of a weak scale MFV effective
theory we have constructed a set of dimension ≤ 6 effec-
tive operators describing anomalous tWdj interactions.
In the limit where the effects of multiple bottom yukawa
insertions are neglected, we recover the set of operators
previously considered in the study of the B → Xsγ de-
cay. Taking into account possible large bottom Yukawa
effects introduces additional operators with distinct new
flavor structures. In particular, anomalous tWb interac-
tions with either t and/or b left-handed can effectively
be decoupled from those involving the first two quark
generations.
We have found that seven of the considered operators
can possibly give sizable contributions to the Bd,s− B¯d,s
mixing amplitudes. Of those, five can also provide new
sources of CP violation. Following the recent analysis of
the CKMFitter group we have derived preferred ranges
for the corresponding Wilson coefficients. Several of the
derived constraints improve upon previous bounds com-
ing from the B → Xsγ analysis or are consistent with
them.
Finally, we find that in the presence of such new tWdj
interactions, the W helicity fractions F+,L in the t→ bW
decay can deviate by as much 30%, 15% with respect to
their SM values. The latter modification is within the
expected precision of the LHC experiments.
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Appendix A: Feynman rules
In Table II we list the Feynman rules relevant for our
analysis.
dj
ui
W+µ
q
ig√
2
Vij
[
γµvR,LPR,L +
iσµνqν
mW
gR,LPR,L
]
dj
ui
φ+
q
ig√
2
Vij qmW vR,LPR,L
dj
di
q
φ+
φ+
(
ig√
2
)2
(κLL + κ
′′
LL)V
∗
tiVtj
iq
m2
W
PL
dj
di
q
W+µ
φ+
(
ig√
2
)2
(κLL + κ
′′
LL)V
∗
tiVtj
i
mW
γµPL
Table II. Feynman rules for relevant vertices, where PL,R =
(1 ∓ γ5)/2. Indicies i and j label quark flavor and vR =
κRRδitδjb, vL = κLLδit+κ
′
LL+κ
′′
LLδitδjb, gR = κLRbδjb, gL =
κ∗LRtδit + κ
′∗
LRtδitδjb. In addition to κi given in Eq. (10), we
define κRR = CRR/(Λ
22
√
2GF ) and κLRb = CLRb/(Λ
2GF ).
Appendix B: Analytical formulae
Below we present the analytical formulae for the Si0
loop functions.
SSM0 =
xt(x
2
t − 11xt + 4)
4(xt − 1)2 +
3x3t log xt
2(xt − 1)3 , (B1)
SLL
0MS
= −xt
(
x2t + 10xt + 1
)
2 (xt − 1)2
+ xt log
m2W
µ2
(B2)
+
xt
(
x3t − 3x2t + 12xt − 4
)
log xt
(xt − 1)3
,
SLRt0 = 3
√
xt
[
− xt(xt + 1)
(xt − 1)2 +
2x2t log xt
(xt − 1)3
]
. (B3)
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